Nucleolar organizer regions in the normal, hyperplastic and carcinomatous epithelium of endometrium.
A silver colloid technique to identify nucleolar organizer region associated protein (AGNORs) has been applied to paraffin sections in a total of 43 endometrial hyperplasias (24 adenomatous and 19 adenocystic) 26 endometrial carcinomas and 22 normal endometria (11 of proliferative and 11 of secretory phase). A morphometric analysis of highly magnified photographic images of AGNORs in light microscopic preparations was performed. Malignant tumor cells showed significantly higher AGNOR numbers, maximum diameter and mean area compared with normal and hyperplastic endometrium, with the exception of adenocystic hyperplasia whose Dmax and mean area were significantly larger. Regarding the distribution pattern of AGNOR dots in the cases studied, it was found that normal and hyperplastic endometrium had a mainly clustered distribution while endometrial adenocarcinomas revealed a scattered one. The significant differences observed in the number of AGNORs, their size and mean area between benign and malignant endometrial epithelia suggest that the AGNOR staining technique is of diagnostic importance in distinguishing between these two groups.